A I R B O RNE P R INTE R PAP E R

AstroNova® Brand
Airborne Printer paper

AstroNova® brand Airborne Printer Paper
produces crisp, high contrast images that last for
seven years. Not only does our paper extend
the life of thermal printheads, but the high quality
of our product improves reliability, resulting in
fewer printer failures and misinterpretations. We
stock and ship our top-quality paper directly to
you from our factory warehouse, ensuring you
have what you need from take-off to touchdown.
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600 East Greenwich Avenue
West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893 U.S.A.
+1 401-828-4000
Toll-Free U.S.A. only: 877-867-9783
aerospace@astronovainc.com
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Airborne Printer Paper
TOP 5 BENEFITS OF BUYING AIRBORNE PRINTER PAPER FROM ASTRONOVA®
1 AstroNova knows printers

3 AstroNova paper has a longer shelf life

printers, we know how ruggedized airborne printer work.

anymore. AstroNova’s quality Airborne Printer Paper has

We know how to preserve and extend printhead life,

a shelf life of three years (before imaging) and an

resulting in long-term reliability. We know that each printer

archivability period (after printing) of seven years.

After over 40 years of designing and building thermal

has different needs of use. Some printers use a top of
form mark to sense paper position and
start printing; so we provide high density, reliable queue
marks on our paper. Some printers require perforations
for ease of tearing off a page, so we have a range of
perforating tools to suit every application as well. This is

You don’t have a need to worry about wasted inventory

4 AstroNova paper is
100% BPA-free

Most thermal printer paper contains
Bisphenol A (BPA), which recent
studies reported federal health

what we do - we know how to match paper to printer.

officials to be expressing concern

2 AstroNova knows thermal paper

with your health in mind, AstroNova

printheads and data. That’s why we start

BPA free.

Using a lesser quality paper can generate issues with your
with only the highest quality base paper with low friction
to minimize printhead wear, in combination with very
low concentrations of corrosive materials to prevent
printhead corrosion, and controlled moisture content &
thickness; exacting thermal response and permanent
imaging properties.

about the safety of BPA. As a result,
has made its entire line of airborne printer paper 100%

5 AstroNova’s sales team members are printer
and paper experts
You have the unique pleasure of being assisted by our

factory trained printer and paper experts each time you
place an order. Every AstroNova Sales Team member
possesses extensive printer knowledge and can advise you
on which papers will best suit your needs. With the help
of a trained AstroNova specialist, we can help you will
avoid costly purchasing errors.

Order by Telephone

Call Toll-Free 877-867-9783 (USA) +1-401-828-4000 (Outside USA)
Airborne Printer Paper is sold by the case. There are 20 rolls of paper
per case, and each roll contains 150 feet of paper. Paper is stocked
at our West Warwick, RI headquarters. Quantity discounts are available
and begin at five cases.

Order by Email

Please email your order to aerospace@astronovainc.com.
AstroNova is AS9100 certified and system certified to ISO9001. AstroNova and ToughWriter are trademarks of AstroNova, Inc.
Specifications are subject to change without notice. Registered trademarks belong to their respective companies.
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